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1. Introduction
The Saskatchewan Ministry of the Economy (ECON) regulates the production of oil wells in the
province in order to ensure equitable distribution of the resources, particularly in relation to offtarget wells, and to minimize the impacts of resource depletion on oil pools. The Ministry achieves
these objectives by assigning and monitoring production limits for oil wells in the province.
This Directive outlines how ECON assigns production limits for different types of oil wells, how
various penalties on production are calculated, and how an operator is to deal with
underproduction and overproduction. Other requirements that are pertinent to this topic can be
found in:
•

Directive PNG007: Off-Target Well Requirements; and

•

Directive PNG006: Horizontal Oil Well Requirements.

Questions concerning the requirements outlined in this document may be directed to the PNG
support line at 1-855-219-9373.
1.1

Governing Legislation
The requirements set out in this Directive are based on The Oil and Gas Conservation Act (OGCA)
and The Oil and Gas Conservation Regulations, 2012 (OGCR).
Sections 17(1)(d), (e) and (f) of the OGCA provide the Ministry with the authority to regulate, limit
and allocate production from one or more oil wells. Sections 33(1) and 35(1) of the OGCR contain
the regulations specific to allowable rates of oil production. Licensees should consult these
documents in conjunction with this Directive.
It is the responsibility of all operators, as specified in the legislation, to be aware of Ministry
requirements and to ensure compliance with these requirements prior to and during the
productive life of an oil well.

1.2

Definitions
Allowable rate of production (ARP): means the assigned daily limit on oil production, which could
be one of the following: minimum allowable; maximum permissible rate (MPR); maximum
permissible rate–off-target penalty (MPR–OTW Penalty); good production practice (GPP); or
economic allowance (EA).
Block: a block is equal to the drainage area of a horizontal well, as defined within Horizontal Well
Directive.
Block MPR: is the sum of all maximum permissible rates for all vertical well drainage units within a
block.
Economic allowance (EA): is the daily production rate calculated based on well type (vertical or
horizontal) and wellbore or well completion depth.
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Gas-to-oil ratio (GOR): is the ratio of the number of cubic metres of gas to the number of cubic
metres of oil produced in a well.
Gas-to-oil ratio penalty factor (GORPF): this is a multiplier that is applied to any maximum
permissible rate or economic allowance value. The GOR penalty factor is based on the gas-to-oil
ratio from the previous producing month (see section 4 in this Directive for more details on GOR
penalty factors).
Good production practice (GPP): means production of oil from a well at a rate not governed by a
defined allowable rate of production, but limited to what can be produced on the basis of
technical parameters without adversely and significantly affecting the ultimate recovery of oil or
the opportunity of other owners to obtain their share of production from the pool.
Maximum permissible rate of production (MPR): this is the maximum amount of oil an operator
is authorized to produce in a day from a well or wells.
Month: means a calendar month.
Monthly ARP: is the product of the assigned daily allowable rate of production multiplied by the
number of days a well is on production within a month.
Off-Target means a well not completed within the prescribed target area of the drainage unit (see
Guidelines for Determining Drainage Units and Target Areas for more information on target areas
and drainage units).
On-Target means a well completed within the prescribed target area of the drainage unit.
Overproduction: means the production of an oil well in excess of the monthly allowable in a given
month.
Pay: means the thickness of rock that can deliver hydrocarbons to the wellbore via the
completion.
Recovery multiplier (RM): this is a factor that applies to horizontal wells.
Underproduction: means the production of an oil well less than the monthly ARP in a given
month.
2. Well Completions Governed by Good Production Practice
2.1

Non-Horizontal Well Completions
A non-horizontal well completion that is located within the area and stratigraphic units outlined as
being within Spacing Area E (see http://www.economy.gov.sk.ca/spacing-area for locations of
Spacing Areas in Saskatchewan), and not subject to an off-target penalty (see Directive PNG007
for an explanation of off-target), will have an ARP of GPP assigned.
A non-horizontal well completion that has been granted approval for GPP via a Pool Order, or
other prior approval, and which is not subject to an off-target penalty, will have an ARP of GPP
assigned.
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2.2

Horizontal Well Completions
A horizontal well completion that is located within the area and stratigraphic units outlined as
being within Spacing Area E (see http://www.economy.gov.sk.ca/spacing-area for locations of
Spacing Areas in Saskatchewan) or that has been granted approval for GPP rates of production by
a Pool Order or other prior approval, will have an ARP of GPP assigned.

3. Well Completions not Governed by Good Production Practice
Any proposed well completion that does not have approval for GPP will be assigned one of the
ARPs set out in subsections 3.1, 3.2 or 3.3.
3.1

Economic Allowance
A non-horizontal well completion not approved for GPP, and not subject to an off-target penalty,
will be assigned an ‘Economic Allowance’ (EA). The economic allowance production rate is based
on the well’s depth, measured as the vertical depth from the kelly bushing to the top of the
producing pool.
A horizontal well completion not assigned GPP, will default to an EA.
For a horizontal well with a single wellbore, the EA is the total measured depth from the kelly
bushing to the end of the productive wellbore.
For a horizontal well with multiple wellbores, the EA is the total measured depth from the kelly
bushing to the end of the longest productive wellbore.
The gas-to-oil ratio penalty factor applies to the economic allowance of a well.
Appendix 4 contains a table of economic allowance values relative to depth, for horizontal and
non-horizontal wells.

3.2

Maximum Permissible Rate
For a non-horizontal well completion that is not under off-target penalty, a company may–at any
point after drilling–apply for a maximum permissible rate of production by submitting the MPR
Application Form(Non-Horizontal) through the Integrated Resource Information System (IRIS). A
completed example of this form is shown in Appendix 1.
The maximum permissible rate of production for non-horizontal wells is calculated using the
following equation:
MPR = 0.5 x FA x FH x Fφ x FSw x F1/Boi
where
FA is the area factor, which is equal to the drainage unit expressed in legal subdivisions (LSDs)
multiplied by 1.0188;
FH is the thickness factor, and it is equal to the thickness of the pay expressed in metres to the
nearest one tenth of a metre;
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Fφ is the porosity factor, which is equal to the average porosity of the pay used to calculate FH,
above, expressed in percent (%) and divided by 10;
FSw is the interstitial water factor, which is equal to 1 minus the average interstitial water
content of the pay used in FH, above, expressed as a decimal, divided by (1-0.25); and
F1/Boi is the shrinkage factor, which is equal to the change in volume of oil from reservoir
conditions to stock tank conditions, expressed as a decimal, divided by 0.75.
For a horizontal well completion, a company may–at any point after drilling–apply through IRIS
for a maximum permissible rate of production (MPR) by submitting the MPR Application (Oil) Horizontal Well form. A completed example of this form is shown in Appendix 2.
The maximum rate of production for a horizontal oil well is calculated as the combined rate at
which vertical oil well MPRs within a block are allowed to produce (‘block MPR’), and it is equal to
the block MPR multiplied by the recovery multiplier (RM). The RM factor–which cannot exceed
2.0–is derived from the equation below.
RM = 1 + (L-100)/500
where L is the length in metres of the productive portion of the horizontal wellbore of a horizontal
well, or the sum of the productive horizontal wellbores of the horizontal well.
So, a maximum rate of production for horizontal oil wells within a block is:
block MPR (sum of MPR of each vertical drainage unit within the block) x RM
A maximum permissible rate of production is subject to a gas-to-oil ratio penalty factor.
3.3

Off-Target Wells – Non-horizontal wells only
3.3.1 Default to Minimum Allowable
Any off-target well completion subject to an off-target penalty will default to a minimum
allowable production rate of 3.0 cubic metres per day (m3/day).
A gas-to-oil ratio penalty factor does not apply to an ARP that has been set at the Minimum
Allowable.
3.3.2 Maximum Permissible Rate - Off-Target Penalty
If a well completion is off-target, a licensee may apply for a maximum permissible rate-off-target
well penalty (MPR-OTW penalty).
The MPR–OTW penalty is set based on the distance the off-target completion is from the centre of
the target area. The equation used to calculate the MPR shown in section 3.2, above, is also used
to calculate the MPR–OTW penalty, but the FA factor in these cases is reduced in proportion to the
distance the well completion is from the centre of the assigned target area.
So, for example, for a well with a single LSD drainage unit, a well completion that is on-target or
has no off-target penalty will have FA = (1) x 1.0188.
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If there is an off-target penalty where the well completion’s distance from the centre of the target
area reduces the LSD area by 25%, then the FA = 0.75(1) x 1.0188.
Appendix 3 illustrates some examples of how to calculate the net productive area for centred and
off-centred target areas within several sizes of drainage unit.
The MPR–OTW penalty application is submitted using the standard MPR Application Form(NonHorizontal), but a licensee reduces the FA used in the form by the amount calculated using the
formula above.
4. Gas-to-Oil Ratio Penalty
For both horizontal and non-horizontal oil wells, the gas-to-oil ratio penalty is determined the
same way.
For any month, the gas-to-oil ratio penalty factor (GORPF) will be determined by the Ministry using
the gas-to-oil ratio (GOR) from the previous producing month. The gas production used to
calculate the GOR will include those gas volumes measured and/or estimated during testing plus
all gas liberated when the pressure of the crude oil is decreased from treater or separator
conditions to stock tank conditions.
The following penalty factors apply:
•

if the produced GOR is less than the base GOR, the penalty factor = 1.0;

•

if the produced GOR is greater than the base GOR, the penalty factor = base GOR divided by
produced GOR (rounded to the nearest 0.01).

where ‘base’ GOR = 177 (unless otherwise outlined by the minister), and ‘produced’ GOR is the
GOR calculated for the well in the previous producing month, to the nearest 0.1 m3/m3.
Note: IRIS displays the daily allowable rate of production (ARP) for a well, but does not factor
in the GORPF. A licensee is expected to monitor the monthly ARP for their wells and factor in
the GORPF, if applicable, in the course of their production monitoring.
All production monitoring by the Ministry does factor in the GORPF, where applicable.
5. Testing
For testing purposes, an oil well may produce up to 160 cubic metres (m3) more than its daily
allowable rate of production during the first 60 days of production - from any producing pool without penalty.
6. Overproduction
All overproduction is cumulative.
An oil well operator is responsible for keeping a record of current and cumulative overproduction,
and for correcting any overproduction as soon as possible, without notification from the Ministry.
If the overproduction is not being addressed, or if production in any day exceeds the allowable
rate of production by more than 25 percent, the Ministry may require the operator to submit
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additional information, shut-in the well for a specified period of time, or take some other action as
deemed advisable by the minister.
If a well is required to be shut-in, in accordance with the regulations, the minister may seal or
cause to be sealed any or all valves at the well.
7. Underproduction
Correcting overproduction is done by underproducing a well.
The amount of underproduction in any month is applied against the amount of cumulative
overproduction.
Underproduction will only be considered cumulative when attempting to mitigate overproduction.
8. Assignment or Revocation of ARP and GPP by Ministerial Authority
Notwithstanding any of the requirements in this Directive, the Ministry may:
a) assign GPP to a single well or a group of wells;
b) assign an ARP to a single well or group of wells;
c) assign concurrent production to a well or group of wells; or
d) assign an ARP to a single horizontal well within a block containing more than one
horizontal well.
The provisions of this directive are subject to, and may be superseded by, any order made by the
minister relating to a specific well, block, pool or area.
The minister, at any point, may revoke GPP and assign an MPR or Minimum Allowable to a well
completion if, in the opinion of the minister, the well is not being produced in accordance with
GPP.
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Appendix 1: Example of Completed Application for MPR (Oil) – Non-Horizontal Wells
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Appendix 2: Example of Completed Application for MPR (Oil) – Horizontal Wells
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Appendix 2: Example of Completed Application for MPR (Oil) – Horizontal Wells (cont.)
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Appendix 3: Calculating Net Productive Area
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Appendix 4: Table of Economic Allowance Values for Vertical and Horizontal Oil Wells
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